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To:            Josh Shapiro, State Attorney General, Pennsylvania 
 
From:        Ronald L. Felton, President 
 
Re:            Shaheen Mackey 
 
Date:         August 11, 2020 
 
On behalf of the Wilkes-Barre NAACP Branch #2306, we feel this case needs further oversight from the State 
Attorney General's Office. We know your office is very capable as evidenced by intervention in the 
Lackawanna Prison Scandal. 
 
Shaheen Mackey was incarcerated in the Luzerne County Prison in 2018 when his life expired while being 
restrained on a gurney while ten to eleven stood by watching. And, the Luzerne County District Attorney's 
Office claims nothing was unusual in the cause of his death. We urge your office to review the video to see if 
you arrive at the same conclusion. 
 
The Wilkes-Barre NAACP Branch #2306 is requesting a complete and thorough investigation into the cause of 
death of Shaheen Mackey. The following was posted by Daryl Lewis of Black Lives Matter Wilkes-Barre on 
Thursday, August 6, 2020. We just chose to highlight a few of the comments in response to the original post. 
 
Daryl Lewis (Black Lives Matter Wilkes-Barre, Original Post) 
I'm no fan of these graphic videos, but I watched it to see for myself, it isn't hard to find. But I chose an article 
that references it without the graphic depiction. 
 
I almost regret not posting it as raw and as real as it is, but I respect your trauma and PTSD (those who do suffer 
from these things) and I respect your pain. 
 
We do, however, need to be aware of how extreme and how local this case was: 
 
- A black man strapped to a chair with restrained arms and legs 
- 8-9 large white male guards holding him down and shocking him with a taser 
- 2 Medical Professionals (also apparently white) periodically checking his vitals 
- His screams for them to stop 
- His death 
- Medical Professional checking to confirm he's dead 
- Guards were cleared 
- Death determined natural Causes (Just like George Floyd)  
 
This happened the years ago 
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- The Guards knew 
- The Med Staff knew 
- The Lawyers Knew 
- The inmates knew (They had prepared the prison for a riot) 
- The Medical Examiner knew 
 
The reality is that even here in Luzerne/Lackawanna, there are law enforcement incidents that institutions would 
gladly see swept under a rug.  
 
DEMAND A CIVILIAN REVIEW BOARD!!! 
 
As the neglect and Protectionism Internal Politics that would have silenced this murder is part of the same 
system as our City Law Enforcement!! 
 
We need to see how these supposed Agents of Justice operate before the reports and videos are lost.  
 
We need a functioning Civilian Review Board that does not Report to the Mayor or Chief of Police. 
 

Beth Hartman's (Comments) 
 
SHARE SHARE SHARE .... 
 
First let me say sorry to all my correctional officer friends, and family. If this offends you then so be it. 
 
It's a long read with lots of links as I tried to cover the whole story.. This is Luzerne County Courthouse 
corruption at its finest !!!! They pushed the settlement through  as the Floyd protests were occurring to shut 
down the family. 
 
Some of this was taken by neighbors .. and friends. 
 
County Corruption AGAIN just like KIDS FOR CASH!! They settled the lawsuit in a hurry after all the 
FLOYD media!! Pedri OUR disgraceful County Manager was mentioned by the The White House press 
secretary recently. I am sure he will be national news in days again !! ... This is MURDER !!!! Cover up and 
Corruption. 
 
Now with that said, watch this video. If you think nothing was wrong here then you need to watch it again and 
again until you figure it out. When I saw this story and his pictures month's ago, I was waiting for the whole 
story to come out... The DA's office tries to silence people with BAIL restrictions and Threats.. and I don't 
believe ANYTHING I read in the paper about charges in this county REPORTERS are FED STORIES!! The 
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story they want the public to hear. They don't investigate, we need national news on this .. I am making this post 
public so it can be shared and shared and sent to national media outlets. 
 
This Leaked video has proven that my GUT was right. MURDER !!!!! 
 
They all need more medical training including the nurses. Doesn’t even look like any of them know how to 
check for a pulse correctly. The county has already agreed to a $3 million dollar settlement. And there are two 
more settlements yet to come. The family deserves every penny. Of course money can’t bring this guy back. 
How many times did they repeatedly taser this guy? In my opinion they 100% killed this man. 
 
It appears this whole staff needs more training all the way around. 
 
And for the DA to still defend her decision after this video has leaked?!? Come on now! From my 
understanding she is married to a corrections officer. ( This may or may not be true, can someone comment if 
true or not? This needs to go above her to the state level/FEDERAL in my opinion. Josh Shapiro COME TO 
LUZERNE COUNTY!!! 
 
I do not feel this is just a Black Lives matter, this is more Our county is full of CORRUPTION and COVER 
UPS , taxing seniors to death .. and paying out 3 million in hush money. 
 
The DA is as corrupt as the manager. It is my understanding from chats on facebook and this may be incorrect 
but LCCF is as bad as it could be they currently have no access to any outside contact. Their phone privileges 
have all been revoked due to the virus and that is inhumane treatment for everyone there at the prison. As well 
as family members worried about inmates. 
 
We the citizens of Luzerne County need to ask Luzerne County council to pass a motion to remove the manager 
and the warden in support of Walter Griffith and Stephen Urban motion weeks ago when they saw there was a 
need for accountability. The $$$$ stops at the managers desk that’s why WE the citizens of the county pay him 
$140,000 a year!!!! 
 
In one of these articles below Walter was Hushed for bringing up the video in open session..when the voted on 
the lawsuit as it was discussed and viewed in an executive session!! 
 
Luzerne County Councilwoman Kendra Radle  Kendra Marie and Lee Ann Mikolaichik McdermottI posted 2 
weeks ago my dissatisfaction on your votes on waiving the tax breaks which put Walker in the spotlight trying 
to play a gender card I also criticized Matt Vough and Matt Vough, he's the one that started the email chain that 
also was leaked by someone in the county. I am tired of the GOOD OLD BOYS CLUB The county is Tired of 
the GOOD Old BOYS Club we voted in WOMAN on platforms of being for the citizens .. time to step up to the 
plate and break away from that and VOTE for what is right and justice for this Family and ALL families of this 
county .. WHITE, BLACK, BROWN, PURPLE, WHAT EVER this was excessive force and MURDER in our 
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County Prison system and if you can sleep at night knowing and seeing this and not doing something to help our 
county..  YOU are just as guilty as the Guards that MURDERED this HUMAN !!! 
 
LEAKED VIDEO VIDEO PLEASE WATCH ENTIRE VIDEO.. 
https://www.citizensvoice.com/news/facebook-user-leaks-graphic-video-of-lccf-inmate-death/article_5cf7a972-
341a-5c7d-9c5f-cf5d2b232a0c.html  
 
DA Stefanie Salavantis STATEMENT on VIDEO !!! 
https://www.citizensvoice.com/statement-from-luzerne-county-district-attorney-stefanie-
salavantis/pdf_b5f67bff-a327-5f37-99ea-de7990a01d8d.html    
 
This was an interesting find in an old article..  
 
Get to Know Stefanie J. Sallavantis: 
 
Favorite Quote? 
 
“You never go wrong doing the right thing.” 
 
UGGGGG well you did the wrong thing !!! Your letting things go on in various agencies and either have no 
clue what your staff or agencies are doing and refuse to investigate !! 
 
County Manager C. David Pedri responds (heartbreaking) 
https://www.timesleader.com/news/795313/luzerne-county-manager-releases-statement-on-inmate-video-
release 
 
LAWSUIT !!! 
https://www.citizensvoice.com/opinion/editorial/state-should-examine-the-death-of-prison-inmate-shaheen-
mackey/article_888d0576-9d67-594c-ad56-a662937227ae.html 
 
OFFICERS that left BUT LOOK AT ARTICLE AND SEE who was promoted THE CORONER 
Another defendant, Francis Hacken, was a captain at the jail at the time of the incident. He was appointed 
County Coroner in October 2019!! 
ARE YOU FRIGGIN KIDDING  !!!!!!! So 
 
https://www.citizensvoice.com/news/crime-emergencies/corrections-officers-left-lccf-just-before-mackey-suit-
settlement/article_8a9ccb78-65aa-5092-a084-cdfa35519024.html 
 
Attorney General Josh Shapiro Josh Shapiro COME TO LUZERNE COUNTY !!! FEDS FBI SOMEONE 
Come help all the victims of corruption and cover ups in our County.   Kids for cash was not the end of it !!! 
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Diamond Shuler (Comments) 
Everyone in that dame room should be charge with murder!! PERIOD!! The 3 Nurse, the 10 correction officers 
I counted Restraining him down and shocking him with a taser. 10-11 men on one?? Are you serious! 
Everybody in that room is a sick person. The words I want to use, I can’t cause of Facebook banned for 
profanity.   all are pure racist white ppl ! I wish all there family and kids suffer and generations. Just like how 
they made that inmate suffer. No excuse for that man to be held down as if he wasn’t human. Also fighting to 
breath! 
 
Diedrick Arnett (Comments) 
I was in there when that happened its crazy smh 
 
Amy Linn (Comments) 
I have not watched the video but it is described as the man strapped into a restraint chair.  If that is the case, 
why was he tased, he was already restrained? Why were they saying stop resisting if he was already controlled? 
Arent these restraints used so officers do not have to physically or otherwise restrain a person and allow them to 
keep people from harming themselves or others? 
 
Hazel Green (Comments) 
I’ve been a nurse for 10 years. The last 2 years I’ve worked on an epilepsy monitoring unit and have seen many 
seizures. Before that I was a dialysis nurse for 6 years and seen seizures in that setting also. That man was 
clearly having an epileptic seizure. During the preictal phase of a seizure patients are often out of it. Then 
comes the actual seizure. During a seizure the MOST IMPORTANT THING TO WATCH IS AIRWAY. 
Regardless of what the corrections officers knew or didn’t know, that nurse knows what a seizure is and has 
been trained to notice the signs and symptoms. Pt’s often have super strength and cannot be restrained. 
 
In conclusion, we feel it's necessary to have an independent set of eyes to review this case and we hope your 
office will provide that second look regardless of your findings. As you have read the comments from the 
original post above. Many people including myself find it difficult to believe no one was held accountable. The 
people have got to have confidence in our judicial system and that confidence has been greatly eroded. Thank 
you for your time and consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Ronald L. Felton 
President, NAACP Wilkes-Barre Branch #2306 
Personal Cell: 570.239.6879 
Personal Email: rfelton344@aol.com 
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Branch Phone: 570.262.1360 
Branch Email: wbnaacp2306@gmail.com 
 
cc: Stephanie Salavantis, Luzerne County District Attorney 
      David Pedri, Luzerne County Manager 
 
 
 
The LARGEST And The Oldest, The BADDEST And The BOLDEST, The MOST LOVED And MOST 
HATED, The MOST FEARED And REVERED, the MOST CUSSED And DISCUSSED Civil Rights 
Organization in America... The NAACP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


